The Census of 1867: The Great
Transition
The census of 1867 was for all practical purposes the

influence beyond Preu13en or was genuinely offering

first national census. Almost all of the German states

to save other German states the effort needed to pro-

belonged to either the Zollverein or the North German

duce the census literature cannot be .determined here.

Confederation or both and were thus required to

Whatever his intention may have been, he stressed the

participate. Each organization had been established

requirement that a line be devoted to each and every

primarily for economic purposes and required a

individual to include first and last names, gender, age,

periodic census of its members, but the methods and

occupation or status, and citizenship. At the same

content were still not entirely uniform between the

time, locals away from home for cert ,ain purposes

two organizations: the ZolJverein counted only the

were specifically to be excluded from the count .

local residents while the Confederation counted any

Gehrmann emphasized the national nature of

person present in a given locality during the night

the campaign that year: "The 1867 census has to be

before the target date as well as residents who were

considered the first in the history of the Reich. Not

absent that night.

only did all states participate, but the population

Among the thousands of documents collected

counted was also .. . the effective ifakti sch e or ortsan3

during the compilation of this book, only one

wesende) population."

was found that emanated from the office of the

enumeration represented the "development of the

"Chancellor of the North German Confederation" in

modern German census" and set the standard for

Berlin. 1 Otto von Bismarck represented the Bundesrat

subsequent census enumerations.

[representative council] of that organization when he
issued a decree on October 9, 1867, that a census be
performed among the member states on December 3
of that year. The decree indicated that the census was
important for two primary reasons: the funding of
a common military force and the sharing of costs
supporting the Confederation. The distribution of
customs duties was thus no longer the prime motiva tion for a census campaign.
Bismarck's text reads,
... considering the fact that the Zollverein has

~

Michel stated that the 1867
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Figure 1. The 1867 instru ct ions issued by the government of
Meclclenburg-Schwerin indicate d that the fir st purpo se of the
census was to satisfy local stat istical needs, the second to con form with Zollverein stand ards. [Stadtarc hiv Wi smar 4063]

scheduled its n ext census for the end of this
year anyway, and that all of its member states
are to participate,

the Royal Government

of Preu13en has prepared forms and instructions for a census and presented them to the
Bundesrat with the recommendation

that they

be used throughout the Confederation.

2

The prime vehicle of the 1867 census was the
Haushaltungsliste [household list] that was to be filled

out by each head of hous ehold. Officia ls responsible
for specific households in well-def ined Zahlb ezirken
[enumeration districts consisting of perhaps fifty
households] distributed th e sheets beginnin g
November 30 and collecte d them on De cember 3

That same Bismarck was Prussian prime minister.
Whether he was attempting to extend his sphere of

or (at the latest) the next day.5 Specific details wer e
required for each person, and fore igners were asked
9

about th eir citizenship status. Gehrmann wrote that

campaigns. The self-identity of each state is reflected

the population count that year was more reliable (not

in the fact that the census instructions were issued not

the number of consumers but the number of resi-

by the Zollverein or the Confederation, but by the gov-

dents); the population total actually decreased, but by

ernment of the state (usually the respective ministry

less than one percent of the expected totals (based on

of the interior). The instructions issued by most states

6

the 1864 enumeration).

indicated that the census was conducted in accordance
with the statutes of one of those interstate unions. The

From the instructions given to town officials
and individual enumerators, it is clear that all of

Prussian version of the instructions listed that reason

the German states were veterans of previous census

as the second of two, the primary justification being
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Fi9ure2. The Prussian version of the 1867 census (used in all thirteen Prussian provinces) had verbose instructions on both sides of the
paper as well as a sample family at the bottom . This is the inside view (pages 2 and 3); the paper was folded between columns 13 and
14. [Gebesee, Sachsen-Provinz; Kreisarchiv Erfurt]
10

to provide important

statistical information for the

V.

Marital status: this status is shown by writing
a 1 in the appropriate column (8-11) for each

Prussian government in Berlin.
As stated in the instructions for the 1867 census,

person; single persons are those who are not cur-

officials were to count the persons from the name

rently married and have never been married; per-

lists, to enter the numbers onto statistical reports

sons living in separation for life are to be counted

for enumerations

as divorced; the designation of the relation of

districts, to transfer those totals

to community statistical reports, and from there to

each person to the head of household is only to be

county and provincial statistical reports. Officials at

recorded where such a relationship exists; for all

each level were instructed to monitor lists for com-

other persons an entry is to be made in column

pleteness and correctness.

12 (see sample list).

However the texts of the instructions to local
officials and enumerators

were worded, the current

investigation determined

that individual household

pages were printed identically in many of the states.

VI. Occupation:

status, occupation, or occupation in

training, employment,

and servitude. For persons

without current employment,
7

the status of their

training is to be indicated, such as pupil, prep-stu -

Others had almost identical content but differed in

dent, cadet, trainee, or university student . For

appearance.

persons to whom more than one kind of status

The instructions for the Prussian version of the

applies, the principal activity should be indi-

1867 census (by column) are more extensive than

cated; along with the occupation (such as farmer,

used in any German state prior to that year. Primary

mechanic, or tailor), the employment is to be

headings are designated by Roman numerals and sec-

shown (such as owner, lessee, master, entrepre-

ondary headings by Arabic numerals as follows:

neur, principal, inspector, administrator, super-

I.

First and last name of each person; persons in

intendent, foreman, journeyman,

each household should be entered in this order:

laborer); the same kind of information is to be

head of household, his wife, children in order of

shown for females.

age; other relatives who are permanent

residents

VII. Citizenship: Enter a 1 in column 14 for Prussian

in this household; other persons including those

citizens. For other persons, the state of which

under hire with room and board; servants of all

they are citizens is to be listed. For persons from

kinds; occupational helpers such as apprentices

the grand duchy of Hessen, the town is also to be

and journeymen

listed in column 15.

with room and board; tempo-

rary visitors; quartered soldiers of the army;

II.

apprentice,

VIII.Manner of residence: it is the purpose of this cen-

finally any sub-lessees [Afiermiether]and other

sus to determine the manner of residence for each

persons who merely sleep there [Chamber9arnisten,

person as indicated in columns 16 through 18.

Schlefleute]should be designated as Afm, Chg, Sehl;

Enter a 1 in the appropriate column. The town

the term "unknown" is to be entered in column 2

of residence should be shown for each guest (for

for children not yet baptized.

persons from this state, enter both the town and

Gender: for male persons enter a 1 in column 4,

the county . For all other persons (regardless of

for female persons enter a 1 in column 5.

the brevity of their stay), enter a 1 in column 19.

III. Age: enter the calendar year of the person's birth;

IX. Special deficiencies: Enter a 1 in the appropriate

if the child was born in 1867, enter the month of

column for any person dealing with that condi-

birth.

tion. For any person born with insanity or who

IV. Religion: the following abbreviations may be

became insane in the first few years of life, enter

used in this column: ev. for Protestant, k. for

a 1 in column 22. Enter a 1 in column 23 for any

Roman Catholic; i. for Jewish (Israelite); mn. for

person who became insane later in life.

Mennonites; 9k. for Greek Orthodox;

dissidents

and other church names are to be written out.

11

Secondary column headings were as follows:
consecutive number of inhabitant

I.

given name
3. surname
4 . masculine
5. feminine
2.

7.

much shorter column headings. The most significant difference is the inclusion of the birth place in
column 6 (a feature that is most valuable to family
history researchers). Shown below is a page recorded
in the town of Rodgen near GieBen. The exterior
of the sheet (pages 1 and 4 effectively) has lengthy
instructions, while the interior pages (2 and 3) feature
personal data for every individual to be recorded in

age
religion

6.

The Hessen version of the 1867 census features

single
married
10. widowed
11. divorced

8.

columns 1- 10 and 11-23 respectively.

9.

12. relationship of household members to the head of

household
14. citizens of Prussia
15. citizens of other states (which states?)
16. maritime persons working for the North German

Confederation or the Zollverein
17. travelers in inns [hotels, etc.]
18. guests in the household (coming from where?)
19. all other persons present in the household
20. blind in both eyes

deaf-mute

21.

22. idiot
23. insane

-

----
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-
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Fi9ure3. The left-hand page of the Hessen version of the 1867 census [Rodgen , Hessen; Stadtarchiv GieBen, 4 RO 103]
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Fi9ure4. The right -hand page of the Hessen version of the 1867 census [Rodgen, Hessen; Stadtarchiv GieBen, 4 RO 103]

The Bavarian version of the 1867 census differed vastly from the forms used in other states. For
exam pl e, the age was stated generally in columns 5-8
in two categories of each gender : "under 14 years" or
"over 14 years." A wide variety of r eligio u s classifications appeared: "Catho lic , Protestant, Reformed,
Greek Orthodox, Mennonite, Anabaptist, Irwingian,
German Catholic, Friend of Light, Jewish , or other
non-Christians."

In general it can be stated that any researcher
studying ancestors or other persons of interest
in Germany would do well to search for them in
the 1867 census. However, if the location is not
known to at least the county level, this search is not
practicable. 8
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Fi9ure5. This census form used hand-written column headings that were litliographed . [Mindelheim,
Bayern, https:/ / familysearch.org/s earch/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.
org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCDY-BWL%3A24263530 I %3Fcc%3D 1941345]
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Notes
1

Otto von Bismarck, Proclamation October 9, 1867
from the Bundesrat of the North German Confederation
(Niedersachsisches Landesarchiv Biickeburg Dep 9C Nr
637).

2

Otto von Bismarck, "Proclamation." Nordeutscher
Bund. October 9, 1867.

l

A person had to be physically pre sent to be counted.
Gehrmann, Rolf. "German Census-Taking Before 1871."
(Rostock, Germany: Max-Planck -Institut for demografische For schung, 2009), 15.

+

Michel, "Volkszahlungen," 84.

5

In all census instructions beginning in 1867, local
officials were told that if December 3 fell on a Sunday
or a holiday, the campaign was to begin the next day.
How ever, the data collected were to reflect the population status as of December 3.

6

Gehrmann, "German Census-Taking," 15.

7

Even the dates of the announc emen ts of the upcoming
census campaigns differed from state to state - as if each
state were deciding independently whether to participate. For example, the grand ducal office in Baden
issued the announcement on September 19, the royal
Prussian office on October 12, the interior ministry of
Sachsen-Weimar-Eisenach

on October 23, the interior

mini stry of Sachsen -Meiningen on October 25, and the
Royal Bavari~ office not until November 21.
8

Fortunately, Gehrmann was quite incorrect in assuming
that the original family pages of the 1867 census were
all destroyed . He concluded," .. . it is impossible to find
original census lists after 1864-----only in exceptional
cases were copies or compilations from the individ ual forms made for local purposes." As will be shown
below, literally thousands of tho se pages survive. See
Gehrmann 16.
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